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Analysis of pulse-frequency-modulation (PFM) systems has already been 
carried out for the case of white Gaussian oise input and a resulting output 
consisting of a train of randomly-spaced unit impulses whose polarity was 
equally likely to be positive or negative. This note extends the analysis by 
deriving power spectral densities when the output impulse train is unipolar. 
System parameters are chosen to facilitate comparison with the earlier results. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An analysis of pulse-frequency-modulation (PFM) systems with zero- 
mean, white Gaussian oise input has been presented (Hutchinson, Chon, 
and Leuchs, 1968), in which the output y(t) (see Fig. 1) was taken to be a 
series of unit impulses whose polarity was equally likely to be positive or 
negative. In the usual terminology, we have integral PFM (IPFM) when 
K = 0, while K > 0 yields sigma PFM(Z:PFM). The main results, expres- 
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FIO. 1. Block diagram of PFM. 
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sions for the power spectral density Su~(eo ) and the autocorrelation function 
R~u(~-) of the process y(t), followed easily from Leneman's (1966) results 
S~.(~) = 30(0) + 3 ~ p(n){[A*(/~)]" + [A*(--j~o)]"} 
n=l  
(la) 
R~(r) = tip(O) 3(r) -}- fi ~ p(n)f,~(r) (lb) 
n=i  
once 3 had been found, since p(0) = 1 and p(n) = 0 for n = 1, 2, 3,... for 
the process in question. Here 
fi(z) = p.d.f, of interval between successive impulses of y(t) 
fn(z) = f~-a(z) * fi(T) = p.d.f, of n /> 2 consecutive intervals 
1.  
f~*(jo~) = | fl(~') e -j~ dr = Fourier transform offi(~') 
, /  
0 
where the lower limit results because fi(T) ~- 0 for T < 0. Thus f i*(-- jw) is 
the characteristic function of the probability distribution of the interval 
between two successive impulses. 
It is the purpose of this note to derive expressions for S~u(o~ ) when y(t) is 
a train of unipolar unit impulses. Then p(n) = 1 for n = 0, 1, 2,... and the 
series in (la) and (lb) no longer vanish. 
II. ANALYSIS 
Since fn(~-) is an n-fold convolution, it is far easier to calculate S~(oJ) than 
to find Ryu(r) directly. If Ifi*(jo))l = Ifi*(--joJ)l < 1, then (la) attains the 
closed form (for m 75 O) 
fi*(fl°) fi*(--j°J) ] r 
S~(~o) = ti -t- 3 t- 1 ~ f~*(flo) -t- j 1 
= fi + 23 Re fi*(joJ) i 
1 --f**(joJ) (2) 
since fi*(--joJ) and fi*(/'oJ) are complex conjugates. Since f i*(-- jw) is a 
characteristic function, and Since it is known on physical grounds that f i(r) 
can not consist solely of equally spaced impulses, it follows (Papoulis, 1962) 
that Ifa*(--joO] < 1. 
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When co = 0, the closed form (2) is invalid. The existence and strength of 
an impulse at 0 follow from viewing y(t) as the sum of its mean 35 and a zero- 
mean process yo(t): 
y(t) = yo(t) + 
On the other hand, we also have 
y( t )= ~ a nS( t - tn )  
n=-co 
where the intensities a n consitute a stationary process independent of the 
stationary point process {tn} (Hutchinson, Chon, and Leuchs, 1968). For, 
unipolar PFM, a n = 1 for all n. Thus, from Leneman (1966) we have 
y =/3  E[~n] =/3,  giving 
R~(~-) = R~o~o(r ) +/32 
and 
co 
S~u(co ) = f R~o~0(r ) e-j~" d~- -t- 2~'/3 2 3((o) (3) 
~co 
which is valid for all o~. 
The Fourier transformfl*(jco ) ffl(~- ) is found by specializing the solution 
to the differential equation i 
l d?(Xo) a~g * dg* +O(xo) dx ° - -sg* (A-6) 
to the case x 0 = 0, s = jco, giving g*(jco I O, r) ~ fl*(flo). [The substitution 
of jco for s is valid in view of previously stated properties of f l*(jw) and 
fl*(--rio) and the fact that the characteristic function of a probability distribu- 
tion always exists.] 
A. Solution for IPFM. 
Although the solution to (A-6) for IPFM is, as expected, a special case of 
that for 27PFM, it is instructive to obtain it directly, while keeping in mind 
that the solution is useful only for co =/= 0. Since (see Appendix) 
¢(Xo) = S o O(xo) =/~ = 0 (4) 
the general solution is 
g*(s I Xo, r) = A e ~0°1(~) -}- B e ~°°d~) (5) 
1 This equation is develoPed in the Appendix. 
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with 
_~ ~z ~2 + 2sSo / 2s 
01(s), 02(S) 
So = T ~/  So' 
Since we are interested only in x o = O, we need find only 
(6) 
g*(sIO, r) = A + B 
where A + B is found by applying to (5) the boundary conditions 
g*(s[ +r , r )  = 1 
This gives 
(A-7) 
ol(jo~) = - v ' j2~/  So = -od i~o)  
and 
g*(b' I o ,  r )  = 2(e  r°l( j~) - -  e - r ° l ( J~) ) / (e  ~r°l(j~) - -  e -~ '° l ( j~) )  - -  - -  
coshz 
where, in view of (7) 
(7 )  
(8) 
z = rOl(jw ) = ~r  V[ co l/So (1 + j )  = ~(x  + ix )  (9) 
Application of identities involving hyperbolic functions with complex 
arguments yields the final form 
fl*(jo~) _ cos  x cosh  x - -  1 
Re 1 - - f l * ( jo J )  (cosh x -- cos x) ~ ' o~ va 0 (10) 
with x defined by (9). Combining (10) with (3) yields the power spectral 
density for the IPFM output: 
cos r VI  ~o ]/S O cosh r V[ oJ [/So - 1 ] 
Svv(o~) = fiI 1 + 2 (cosh r VI  0, I/So - -  cos r v't o, IfS0) u q- 2~/h ~(o,) 
(11) 
This function is plotted in Fig. 2, normalized to units of fiI, for several 
values of r. The value S o = 15.7 volt2/Hz is used here and in later com- 
putations to facilitate comparison with results of Hutchinson, Chon, and 
Leuchs (1968), who obtained for y(t) of random polarity 
Sss(oJ) = fi, IPFM and ZPFM 
f it  = &/ ,~ 
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FIO. 2. Normalized power spectral density, IPFM. 
B. Solution for XPFM. 
In this case (see Appendix) 
~(Xo) = So 
so that (A-6) can be written as 
d~g * 2K  
dxo 2 S O 
J 
10 4 
O(xo) = - -Kx  o (12) 
dg* 2s g ,  = 0 (13) 
Xo dx ° So 
The most useful form of the solution to (13) is obtained by assuming aseries 
solution 
g*(s I Xo, r) = ~ anXo ~ (14) 
n=0 
In fact (Sokolnikoff and Sokolnikoff, 1941), (13) has two linearly independent 
solutions of the form (14) which converge for all x 0 in (-- 0% oo), since the 
coefficients of dg*/dx o and g* can be (trivially) expanded in power series in 
x o which are themselves convergent on (--o% co). By the usual techniques for 
series solution of ordinary differential equations, we obtain the recursion 
relation 
2 
an --  Son(n --  1) [K(n --  2) + s]a~_ 2 (15) 
The complete solution to (13) is therefore 
~ r," 2n+1 (16) g*(s I Xo , r) = a o K2.x~" @" ~1 "~2n+lXO 
n=O n=O 
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Using the boundary conditions (A-7) along with (15) yields 
__1 
f i  [K(2 i  - -  2) + s], n = 1, 2,... (17) K=n = \So/ (2n)!/=1 
As before, restricting interest to the case x o = 0 simplifies the analysis, 
yielding 
f~*(jw) = g*(jw I 0 , r) = a 0 
= 1 + Z t-~-~ J ~ [(2, - 2)K +jo~] (18) 
'~=l  ° "= 
Denoting the infinite series of (18) by a(jco), we first note that a(0) = 0 so 
that 171"(0)1 = 1 once again. We have therefore 
fl*(joJ) 1 
- - - -  o ,  ~0 
1 --f l*( joJ)  o(jw) ' 
and 
2 Re o(jo,) ] 
Su~(a,) = flz [1 q- ] ~(JoJ)] 2 ] + 2rrfia~ 8(w) (19) 
It can be easily verified that (18) reduces to (8) when K = 0. 
Using values of fix obtained from Chon (1969), (19) has been plotted in 
Fig. 3 with K as a parameter and r = 1 volt, and in Fig. 4 with r as a param- 
eter and K = 50. The parameter values have again been chosen for their 
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FIG. 3. Normalized output power spectral density, ZPFM, r = 1 volt. 
relation to the work of Hutchinson, Chon, and Leuchs (1968), who showed 
that 
1 co ]-1 
flZ = [ -~ n~__i (4r2K/S°)'* 
= (2n)(2n - -  1) " -n  
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Normalized output power spectral density, 27PFM, K = 50. 
APPENDIX 2 
The probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion function 
P(xo, to; x, t) = Pr(X(t) <~ x IX(to) = Xo} (A- I )  
for a t ime-homogeneous diffusion process X(t) satisfies the backward 
Kolmogorov equation 
~p ~p ~P 
¢(Xo) ~ + O(xo) aXo - at (A-2) 
where P = P(xo, to; x, t,), and 
O(xo) = l im E[X(At) --  Xo] 
z~o At 
¢(Xo) = l im Var[X(At) --  Xo] 
z t~o At 
are the infinitesimal mean and infinitesimal variance, respectively, of the 
process X(t). I f  we now define a new probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion function 
P~(xo; r, t) = Pr{[ X(r) l  < r for 0 < ~- < t l X(O) = Xo), 
2 Based on Cox and Miller (1965). 
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it turns out that Pl(X0; r, t) also satisfies (A-2) as long as ] x I < r and ] x 0 [ < r. 
We note that Pl(X0; r, t) is the probability that absorption at either barrier 
:j:r has not yet occurred by time t. Thus, if we let the random variable 
T = T(+r ]x0) be the time to absorption (i.e., the first passage time out of 
I--r, r]) of the process X(t), then 
Pl(xo; r, t) = Pr{T > t}. (A-3) 
Letting g(t I Xo, r) be the p.d.f, of T, we have 
g(t I Xo, r) -- Dt Pl(x°; r, t) (A-4) 
and the Laplace transform with respect o t 
Xo, r) = f g(t ] Xo, r) e -~ dt. (A-5) g*(s [ 
0 
Finally, replacing P by Pa in (A-2), taking Laplace transforms, and using 
(A-4) and (A-5) yields 
~ ¢(Xo) d~g * + O(xo ) -~xo=dg* sg* (A-6) 
The appropriate boundary conditions are 
g*(s ]q-r, r) = 1 (A-7) 
since absorption occurs immediately if X(0) = ~:r. 
Finally, we refer the reader to Hutchinson, Chon, and Leuchs (1968) for 
the reasoning leading to the following values of ~(x0) and 0(x0): 
¢(x0) = S o , IPFM and NPFM 
I~, IPFM 
O(x°) = --Kxo , ZPFM 
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